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Definition of “Chooser”:

As a Chooser you are ____________________.

As a Chooser you ______________________.

As a Chooser you _______________________.

As a Chooser you are _______________ of your life. You take _________

 __________that you are the ___________________, and are solely __
for your__________ ______________.

 Being ___________ you have the ___________to have the_________
you _________ and ___________;

 Being ___________ and seeking new _________ and ___________ be
immediate past and present;

 Taking __________ without ________or __________ of __________;

 Being ___________ and asking for what you _______, and saying ____
_________ ______________;

 ___________ your ____________ and your _____________;
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 Being ___________ –not merely ___________ to events, or habitually waiting for
things to __________;

 Being ______________ and clearly defining and vigorously pursuing your ________;

 Assuming ____________ and believing there will always be plenty of __________ and
______________;

 Being _____________and always anticipating success.

Why being a chooser is your guarantee to finding the love of your life.

An interesting phenomenon occurs when you become a chooser - you immediately move
from the ________ __________ to the __________ ________ in the vehicle that is your
___________.

As a chooser, you also realize the person you wish to attract will ________ to be with you
and will love you ____________of who you are -- ______________ of it.

When you are tempted to ___________in your __________that you will find the love you
deserve, remember he or she is __________ on you to do your part and not give up. They
need you to shine and be a____________ so they can find you.

The top 5 obstacles to being a Chooser

1. Lack of _____________ and ________________

2. __________ of ___________

3. Not ___________ Your ______________

4. Being the ____________

5. Not Developing Your ___________ _________ for ___________



Upcoming Programs

Thursday, May 17th, 6:30pm pacific/9:30pm eastern-

Conscious Dating Tele-Clinic
http://www.consciousdatingteleclinic.com

Thank you for participating in tonight’s program!

 To order the hardback version of Conscious Dating at a 50% discount and get the

retail audio CD FREE visit–http://www.consciousdating.com/discount.htm

Got a question about Conscious Dating? Help us plan future seminar topics by

visiting- http://www.askconsciousdating.com

 Feeling stuck? Conscious Dating Spot Coaching now available! For more info

visit- http://www.consciousdatingspotcoaching.com

Until next time!

David Steele and Frankie Doiron

For the complete written transcript and MP3 audio recording of this

seminar please visit http://www.ConsciousDatingAudio.com
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